Their study showed that public services jobs were more likely to require advanced degrees. Technical services jobs required more experience and computer skills, and were more likely to require knowledge of a foreign language.
Michael Towsey did a content analysis of cataloging vacancies advertised between March 1995 and February 1996 in the United States and the United Kingdom with the goal of discovering trends in cataloging employment. 5 Towsey concluded that the demand for catalogers has declined in the U.S. since the late 1980s and that the trend in the U.K. is toward temporary positions for catalogers. The study indicated that employers sought
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traditional cataloging skills performed in an online environment.
Penny M. Beile and Megan M. Adams updated the Reser and Schuneman study in 1996 by using the same criteria to examine 900 job advertisements published in four journals. 6 Beile and Adams found a significant decrease in the number of jobs advertised. Technical services jobs experienced the most significant losses, with cataloging jobs showing the greatest decrease. Although technical services jobs were decreasing, Beile and Adams reported increases in the number of "specialist" positions, such as positions in electronic services.
In a 2000 master's paper for the University of North Carolina, Mihoko Hosoi analyzed advertisements appearing in 1999 College & Research Libraries News and American Libraries to identify required qualifications for academic cataloging positions. 7 Hosoi found that most cataloging postings required at least one year of work experience and involved some kind of special cataloging expertise, such as foreign-language cataloging, specialformats cataloging, or serials cataloging. Supervisory skills also were considered important, with 20 percent of advertisements listing it as a requirement. Noncataloging activities such as reference or collection development were primarily listed as job responsibilities rather than requirements.
William Fisher researched the development of electronic resources librarian positions by analyzing job ads posted in American Libraries between 1985 and 2001. 8 The study concluded that knowledge of public services functions is critical to this job, as is the knowledge of available technologies. Communication skills also were found to be of the highest importance. Zahiruddin Khurshid's 2003 job analysis content study assessed the impact of information technology (IT) on job requirements and qualifications for catalogers. 9 His study concluded that IT has had a major impact on the skills required of catalogers and that many catalogers are involved in the former domains of systems and automation librarians. Common job requirements included familiarity with integrated library systems, experience with bibliographic utilities, and knowledge of metadata schemes and tools.
Hypotheses
This study focused on technical services job ads to identify changes between past and current jobs and to identify possible trends for the future. The hypotheses were:
• The negative trend in demand for technical services jobs had reversed.
• There is a marked increase in the demand for computer skills.
• Entry-level technical services jobs are rare. Most vacancies require prior technical services experience.
• Technical services jobs are hard to fill. Measures would include an increase in reposts, an increase in ads for temporary and part-time positions, and a decrease the requirement for an MLS.
The study authors were very curious about salaries, though they had no preconceived idea of whether salaries had remained the same, increased, or decreased. Thus, no hypothesis was drawn regarding salary trends. The two authors had opposing hypotheses on the trend for decreasing demand for foreignlanguage skills.
Methodology
The research for this study built on elements contained in two previous studies (Beile and Adams in 2000 and Towsey in 1997) with a few noteworthy differences. The Beile and Adams study was much broader and compared jobs in technical services with public services jobs. 10 The work of this study focused only on technical services positions and used the Beile and Adams findings as a comparison to track the evolution of technical services jobs. Michael Towsey analyzed advertisements for cataloging positions in both the U.S. and the U.K. in all types of libraries.
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This study's authors collected data only on U.S. academic libraries but expanded the study to include all technical services jobs, not just cataloging positions. Because they chose not to replicate previous studies exactly, the study authors used great care in comparing data. For example, when salary findings were compared with Towsey's, only cataloging salaries in the U.S. were compared. With Beile and Adams, the authors were able to compare salaries against more categories of technical services jobs.
This study considered the following job types to be technical services: cataloging, acquisitions, metadata, audiovisual cataloging, language cataloging, serials, head (or any equivalent term) of either a particular division inside technical services or all of technical services, authority control, preservation, database maintenance, and electronic resources. To compare with Towsey and Beile and Adams, the data in advertised positions were grouped into the following job categories: job responsibilities, job permanence, full-or part-time employment, work experience, languages, computer skills, supervisory requirements, and salaries.
12-13 A job was defined as head of technical services if the title included those words. In addition, a job was categorized as head of technical services if the job description included direct supervision of at least two of the tech services units of cataloging, serials, or acquisitions and did not report to a head (or equivalent title such as associate dean) of technical services. A job that had combined responsibility for several of the traditional technical services functions, but only for a particular material format (e.g., head of video acquisitions and cataloging), was not considered to be a head of technical services.
Position announcements were collected from both print and electronic sources: American Libraries, Autocat, Chronicle of Higher Education, College and Research Libraries News, and SerialsST. When designing our study, the authors planned to include Acqnet, but this listserv retains job ads for only one year and the data had been deleted from the archives when the authors tried to access it.
Microso Access was used to collect the data in four tables with a common linking field.
The Jobs table recorded the name of the academic institution, the job title, whether the job was permanent or temporary, whether the job was full-or parttime, whether the job was tenure track, and the minimum and maximum salary ranges. It was assumed that jobs were full-time and permanent unless otherwise indicated in the advertisement. The Job Ads table recorded where and when the position was advertised and whether it was a repost. The Job Description table recorded the type of technical services job and whether the job had collection development, public services, or other library responsibilities. The final table, Job Requirements, tracked various required and preferred a ributes, including degrees, work experience, languages, and other miscellaneous qualities.
The authors encountered an unexpected problem when entering data. A significant number of advertisements simply listed the job title and the school and stated that the full position description was posted on a Web site. Many of those Web sites were no longer available to consult when the study was done, so those jobs were reluctantly excluded. It is estimated that approximately 10 percent of the total job ads were in this category. If the trend continues, the validity of this type of study in the future could become suspect.
Findings and Discussion

Numbers and Sources of Job Advertisements
The authors included 482 unique ads in the study. Many of them were listed in multiple sources. The source that listed the most jobs was the Chronicle of Higher Education. Of the jobs studied, 363 were listed in that publication as well as most of the ads that had been discounted because 14 In the 1996 study, only 199 job ads were discovered for technical services positions compared to 481 in this study, with another 10 percent discounted for lack of information. The Towsey study found 147 academic library cataloging jobs listed in U.S. publications. 15 This study found 256 jobs with cataloging as the main focus. Of those, only 62 were listed exclusively in AutoCat, which Towsey did not include in his study. The authors assume these jobs would have been listed in one of the other publications if the listserv were not so prominent, but it is impossible to know for sure. The number of reposted ads also was studied. Ten percent (49 ads) were found to be reposts, in comparison to Towsey's figure of 4 percent. 16 This tends to support the hypothesis about the difficulty in filling positions as measured by reposts. However, because it is free to repost on listservs and most of the reposts were in listservs, cost may have been a factor.
Towsey also looked at employment type. 17 He found 1 percent of the ads were for part-time positions. In their studies of ads for 2001, the authors also found that 1 percent of the ads were for part-time positions. The authors found that approximately 5 percent of the ads were for temporary positions, compared to Towsey's finding of 7 percent. Thus, the hypothesis that there was an increase in both part-time and temporary positions was not supported by the data.
Type of Jobs Advertised
Cataloging positions were the most common jobs advertised. Adding together the head of cataloging positions and the cataloging (nonadministrative) positions, 253 of the 482 ads (58%) were cataloging related. This percentage is the same as that found by Beile and Adams. Of the 199 ads they studied, 115 (58%) were cataloging.
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Only 53 acquisitions positions were advertised. There may be two explanations for this paucity of ads. The first is that the inaccessibility of Acqnet affected the number of ads. William Fisher found The number of advertised positions, the number of reposted jobs, and the large increase in salaries all point to a change in the demand-supply ratio for technical services positions. Either more technical services librarians are needed to perform the equivalent work or the number of librarians willing to do that work has decreased. The entire body of literature dealing with technical services over the past several years points to the increase of outsourcing, the decrease in professional positions, and the increased responsibilities of nonlibrarian catalogers. Therefore, these data indicate that fewer librarians are willing to do technical services work, a decrease in supply.
Work Experience
Each job ad was coded to determine whether previous work experience was required or preferred. A total of 294 ads (60.9%) required some kind of previous work experience, a decrease from the 64.3 percent found by Beile and Adams. 27 Ninety of the ads in the current study had both required and preferred experience requirements. For the purpose of this 28 Of those positions, 49 did not specify a time period, 9 required one year or less, 11 asked for two years, 4 preferred three years, and 6 asked for four to eight years. Only 109 job advertisements (22.6%) neither required nor preferred experience. The small number of technical services jobs available to librarians without experience is worth noting.
A er examining job ads, the authors thought it would be interesting to also study the relationship between the mean salaries of jobs that had either preferred or required experience and those with no experience listed. (See table 6.)
Salaries are higher almost across the board for the positions requiring experience. For all jobs, the difference in salary was 6 percent. Interestingly, the difference in the salaries listed for administrative job ads requesting experience did not show as great a difference as did the salaries for nonadministrative positions ads. It is possible that most administrative-level jobs do require experience, but that requirement was not visible in the ads.
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Degree Requirements Ninety-three percent of jobs analyzed required an MLS graduate degree. This is higher than the 90.6 percent that Beile and Adams reported. 29 Only seven ads required an undergraduate degree with no MLS. An MLS/MIS from an accredited ALA program remains the one core requirement for the great majority of professional positions in technical services.
When considering preferences for advanced degrees (subject master's, law, and doctoral degrees), 18 percent of job ads expressed a preference for advanced degrees. Beile and Adams found that only 8.5 percent of technical services postings preferred an advanced degree.
30
Foreign-Language Requirements Job postings were coded for mention of foreign-language skills, whether these skills were required or preferred, and for A working knowledge of a foreign language appears sufficient for technical services positions, even for cataloging. Only six jobs required "fluency" or "proficiency"; four of those jobs were for cataloging jobs. Fourteen jobs asked for "bibliographic knowledge" or "working knowledge"; all these jobs were cataloging positions. Another 21 ads asked for reading knowledge; 19 of these jobs were cataloging jobs. It appears that language skills, though highly desirable in cataloging positions (over half of the 121 cataloging jobs required foreign-language knowledge), are not critical to jobs in acquisitions, serials, or other technical services areas. Overall, li le change was found in foreign-language requirements for all types of technical services jobs. Beile and Adams reported that 31 percent of technical services ads required or preferred foreign-language skills; the current study result is 34 percent.
31 However, a change was found over time in language requirements for cataloging positions. Kenneth Furuta's study of cataloging job ads of the 1970s and 1980s reported that 65 percent of position announcements desired foreign-language expertise. 32 Towsey's analysis of cataloging position announcements of the mid1990s showed a decline 
Computer Skills
The authors quickly realized that collecting data on computer skills was meaningless. They had hypothesized that the data would show a large increase in the percentage of jobs requiring computer skills. Virtually every advertisement expected basic computer skills, with most requiring familiarity with Office Suite of products and some familiarity with OCLC and an ILS. It was decided that computer skills should be considered a "given" for any technical services job.
Conclusion
The data and their analysis showed mixed support of the current study's hypotheses. The first hypothesis was that the negative trend in demand for technical services jobs had reversed. Past articles had shown cataloging job ads had been declining since the 1980s and sharply dropped in the mid-1990s. [34] [35] The authors of the current study examined data over an equivalent, but more recent, time period. The data showed increases in the numbers of all types of technical services job ads. The downward turn in the availability of technical services jobs from the 1980s to the mid-1990s was not reflected in the data from 2001.
The data on the increase in position postings is consistent with the trends concerning aging documented by Stanley J. Wilder. He demonstrated that technical services librarians (especially catalogers) were among the oldest in the profession. In 2000, 32 percent of all catalogers were age 55 or over, 36 and 16 percent were over age 60. 37 As technical services librarians retire, a large increase in positions ads would be expected. The data document such an increase.
The second hypothesis was that analysis of the job ads in 1991 would show a marked increase in the demand for computer skills from past studies. Beile and Adam, Towsey, and Reser and Schuneman all showed an increasing demand for computer skills.
38-40 The current data showed 100 percent of ads required some computer use. Clearly, computer skills are an integral part of technical services positions in this century.
The third hypothesis was that entry-level technical services jobs are rare. The data show strong support for previous work experience in technical services. These findings are consistent with Wilder, Ingrid Hsieh-Yee, and Janet Swan Hill. Wilder shows a decrease in staffing in technical services professional positions and posits a decrease in library school coverage of cataloging. 41 HsiehYee shows that discussion of cataloging concepts in basic, required library school courses has increased between 1997 and 2002, but that courses that train librarians in MARC cataloging have decreased. 42 Hill agrees with her and stresses the importance of local training in basic cataloging skills. 43 The current data suggest that libraries do not have the time or experienced staff necessary to train catalogers. Libraries must hire more experienced catalogers.
The final hypothesis was that the requirements of technical services jobs make them hard to fill. Three measures were considered for "hard to fill": an increase in reposts, an increase in temporary and part-time positions advertised, and a decrease in the requirement for an MLS. Only the first of these measures was supported by the current data.
The studies cited in this paper showed technical services to be a highly a ractive career path for librarians in the 1970s, with a steady decline since then. Does the current data actually show a reversal of that decline? What made technical services so important in the 1970s? Is that being replicated today? Hill and Deeken point out that technical services were at the cu ing edge of change and technology in the 1970s and 1980s. [44] [45] Technical services librarians were creating standards and applying them in new computerized catalogs and networks. Hill and Hsieh-Yee speak in terms of metadata librarians in the twentyfirst century but continue to stress the importance of traditional cataloging. [46] [47] Dilys E. Morris and Gregory Wool observe, and Hsieh-Yee's data confirm, that library schools do not believe that practical skills such as cataloging should be taught in graduate level courses. [48] [49] Wilder believes that many of the traditional duties of technical services librarians have been bypassed by technology. 50 The technical services librarians at the University of Tennessee would like to move toward more innovative activities such as metadata and electronic resource management systems but are constrained by lack of time and staff. Are we tied to the past by integrated library systems and lack of staff? Or, are we ready for the next "golden age" of technical services? Is the increase in demand for technical services librarians found in the current study a fluke caused by massive retirements or indicative of libraries caught between different ways of acquiring and providing access to material? Only time will tell.
Notes
